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IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE (POCSO), LAKHIMPUR,
                          NORTH LAKHIMPUR.

               Present :- Smti Rashmita Das, Special Judge (POCSO).
                                     (02.07.2022)

               Special (POCSO) Case No.31/2020.

              (Details of FIR/Crime and Police Station)
Complainant: STATE OF ASSAM
Represented by Ld. Special P.P.
Accused Sri Rahul Doley (A1), S/o- Sri Jamin Doley,

R/o- village- Malipur, P.S.-  Gohpur,
District- Biswanath Chariali, Assam.

Represented by Mr. R. Pegu, Ld. Advocate.

Date of Offence   17.05.2020  
Date of FIR   19.05.2020
Date of Charge sheet   29.06.2020
Date of Framing of Charges   20.02.2021
Date of commencement of evidence   03.11.2021
Date on which judgment is reserved   
Date of Judgment  02.07.2022
Date of the Sentencing order, if any Nil 
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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1. The prosecution case, in brief, is that 19.05.2020,the

informant lodged an ejahar at Bihpuria P.S. alleging, inter- alia that

on 17.05.2020 at about 10:30 p.m., the accused person namely,

Sri  Rahul  Doley  (A1)  had  kidnapped  his  daughter,  i.e.  the

prosecutrix  (aged  12  years)  from her  house  and  kept  his  said

daughter confined at Kerala Chapori and on 19.05.2020 at about

3:00 p.m.  the  victim girl  along with  the accused A1 had been

recovered with the help of local TMPK members and handed over

them to  Balichapori Police Outpost, Majuli.

2. On  receipt  of  the  ejahar,  the  O/C  of  Bihpuria  P.S.

registered a case vide Bihpuria P.S. Case No.201/2020, u/s- 366 of

IPC, R/w- Sec.12 of POCSO Act and then the police conducted the

investigation of the case and after completion of the investigation

submitted Charge-sheet u/s- 366 of IPC, R/w- Sec.12 of POCSO Act

against the accused Sri Rahul Doley (A1).

3. On production  of  the  accused A1 before  this  Court,

copies were furnished to him. After hearing Ld. Advocates of both

sides  and  perusing  the  materials  on  record,  charges  under

section-  366/376(3)  of  IPC  &  Sec.4  of  POCSO Act  was  framed

against A1, the same was read over and explained to him to which

he had pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4. During  the  trial  the  prosecution  has  examined  as

many as 6(six) witnesses including the M/O & I/O. After closure of

the prosecution evidence, A1 was examined under section 313 of

the Cr. P.C. The pleas of A1 are of total denial and he had declined

to adduce any evidence in his defence. 

5. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

i)  Whether the accused (A1),  on 17.05.2020 at about
10:30 p.m. at village Chenimora Kalbari, under Bihpuria P.S., had
kidnapped  the victim girl (a minor girl of the age of 12 years),
daughter  of  the  informant,  with  intent  that  she  might  be
compelled (or knowing it likely that she would be compelled) to
marry A1 against her will or in order that she might be forced (or
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seduced)  to  have  illicit  intercourse  with  A1,  and  thereby
committed an offence punishable under Sections  366 of  I.P.C.,
as alleged?

   ii)  Whether the accused (A1), on or  about the same
date  &  time,  after  kidnapping  the  victim  girl  (aged  13  years),
daughter  of  informant,  had committed rape on the  victim girl,
inside  your  house  at  Malapindha,  and  thereby  committed  an
offence punishable under Section- 376(3) of I.P.C., as alleged?
            

iii)  Whether the accused (A1), on or  about the same
date, time and place, had  committed penetrative sexual assault
on  the  person  of  the  victim  girl,  and  thereby  committed  an
offence punishable under Section- 4 of POCSO Act, as alleged?.

          DISCUSSIONS,  DECISION  AND  REASONS

THEREOF:

6. I  have  carefully  perused  the  evidence  and  the

materials available in the case record. Heard arguments advanced

by  the  Ld.  Advocates  of  both  sides.  Now,  let  us  examine  the

evidence on record to decide the case at hand.

7. PW.1, the prosecutrix, has deposed that informant is

her father. She knows the accused A1. The incident took place in

the year 2020. The incident took place at night. Accused A1 used

to visit their village often as his sister is married in their village.

So,  she  knows  A1.  A1  on  the  date  of  occurrence  took  her  to

Malapindha. He kept her in his house for 4 (four) days. She slept

with  A1  as  husband  and  wife  during  her  stay.  A1  had  sexual

intercourse with her. After 4 (four) days, her parents along with

some villagers went to the house of A1 and took her back. Her

father  lodged  ejahar  against  A1.  Police  got  her  medically

examined and also got her statement recorded U/s 164 CrPC. Ext.

1(1) and Ext. 1(2) are her signatures. 

In  cross-  examination,  PW1  has  stated  that  she

voluntarily eloped with the accused A1. She was reading in class

IX at the time of incident. She has denied that A1 took her to his

house and she slept with A1 during her stay in his house. There

are other family members in the house of A1. She has also denied

that she stayed with A1 for 4 (four) days as husband and wife and
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A1 had sexual intercourse with her.   

8. PW.2, Sri Bilash Pegu has deposed that he knows the

informant. He knows victim daughter of informant. He knows the

accused A1. The incident took place about 1 ½ to 2 years back.

The age of the victim at that time was 13 years. The incident took

place at night. On that day A1 sneaked the victim girl with him

and kept  her  in  the  Chapori.  After  3-4  days  of  occurrence  the

victim girl was recovered from Kerela Chapori of District Majuli by

the villagers with the help of police. The victim was found with the

accused A1 and both were handed over to police. Police recorded

his statement.  

In cross- examination, PW2 has stated that he has not

seen the accused A1 prior to the incident. He has denied that he

did not state before police that the accused A1 kept the victim in

Kerela Chapori. He has also denied that he did not state before

police that A1 took the victim with him and the incident took place

at night. He does not know the date of birth of the victim. He has

stated that the victim’s age is 13 years as per his presumption. He

has further denied that the accused A1 did not sneak the victim

away and he has deposed false evidence before this Court.  

9. PW.3, Sri Joysing Doley has deposed that he knows the

informant. He also knows the victim girl.  He does not know the

accused A1. The incident took place in the year 2020. One day, he

attended a meeting held at Majuli Malapindha village. He came to

know that one boy had sneaked away one 12 years old girl with

him and kept her at Majuli. He saw the accused A1 and the victim

in that meeting. He came to know the name of the boy is Rahul

Doley.  As  the  victim  was  a  minor  the  people  gathered  in  the

meeting  decided  to  lodge  ejahar  against  the  accused  A1  and

accordingly ejahar was lodged. 

In cross- examination, PW3 has stated that he did not

state  before  police  that  he  attended  a  meeting  held  at  Majuli

Malapindha village.  He had not stated before police that he came

to know that one boy took one 12 years old girl with him and kept
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her at Majuli. He does not know the actual age of the victim. He

does not know about the incident of elopement of the victim by

the accused A1. He does not know the accused A1. 

10. PW4,  Smti  Bamuni  Pegu  (wife  of  informant)  has

deposed that the victim is her daughter. She does not know the

accused A1. The incident took place about 1 ½ years back. At that

time victim was 12 years of age. One boy from Gahpur (Surname

Doley) sneaked away her daughter with him to Chapori and after

3-4 days people saw her daughter with an unknown person and

handed over both to police.  

In cross- examination, PW4 has stated that she cannot

say the date birth of her daughter. She does not know who took

her daughter but when people caught the accused A1 with her

daughter then only she came to know. She does not know the

actual age of her daughter at the time of the incident. The age of

her  daughter  was mentioned as 12 years  in  the ejahar by the

scribe. She has denied that her daughter was not taken by the

accused A1.  

11. PW5, Sri Bidyasagar Kuli has deposed that he knows

the informant of this case. He does not know his victim daughter.

He does not know the accused A1. He does not know anything

about the incident. He has not heard anything about the incident. 

12. PW6,  Dr.  Ratna  Borah  (M/O)  has  deposed  that  on

20.05.2020, she was working as Medical & Health Officer at North

Lakhimpur Civil Hospital and on that day at about 3:00 p.m., while

she was in emergency duty, on receiving requisition from Bihpuria

P.S. in connection with Bihpuria P.S. Case No.201/2020I, u/s- 366 of

IPC, she medically examined the victim girl, resident of Chenimari

Kalbari under Bihpuria P.S., after being produced and identified by

WPC/218-  Umita  Boro  and  after  obtaining  voluntary  and  free

consent and in presence of Rita Saikia, Nurse of North Lakhimpur

Civil Hospital and on examination she found as follows:-

Relevant  Medical  history:-  According  to  the  girl,  she

spent 4 nights with her relative brother-in-law Mr. Rahul Doley in
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his house of Gohpur. Mr. Rahul Doley told her that he would marry

her for which she went with him. She was studying in class-IX at

that time.  

Findings of Medical examination:
1 Identification mark :-  One mole on right palm.
2 Height & weight :- 5.4 fts. & 50 kg.
3 General configuration : Average.
4 Teeth : 28 Nos. in total.
5 Breast :   developed. 
6 (i) Auxiliary hair : well grown

(ii) Pubic hair : well grown.
7 Private Parts:

i Vulva :   healthy.
ii Vagina :   healthy.
iii Hymen : absent, LMP forgotten by her.
iv Uterus : healthy.

8 Laboratory examination for spermatozoa detection: i)  2
slides of vaginal smear for detection of spermatozoa. ii)
Urine HCG Uvi; HIV 1 S II Uvi.

9 Ossification  test  for  age  determination:  X-ray  of  right
shoulder joint, elbow joint, wrist joint for determination of
her actual age.

10 External injury:  nil.

 Opinion:- (i) Sign of physical intercourse present. (ii) No injury
mark seen on her body parts. (iii) Her age was above 15 years and
below 17 years. (iv) Report of pregnancy was not available.
     Ext.2  is  her  medical  report  and  Ext.2(1)  is  her

signature thereon. 

Cross- examination of PW6 was declined by defence.

13. PW7, ASI- Dimbeswar Das (I/O) has deposed that  on

19.05.2020, he was posted at Bihpuria P.S as A.S.I. On that day,

on  receiving  an  ejahar  from one  Kutumber  Pegu,  O/C  Hiranya

Pator of Bihpuria P.S registered Bihpuria PS case no. 201/2020 u/s

366  IPC  R/W  section  12  of  POCSO  Act  and  endorsed  me  for

preliminary investigation.  Ext.  3 is  the FIR and Ext.  3(1)  is  the

signature  of  Hiranya  Pator  which  he  knows.   He  recorded  the

statements of the informant and the victim in the police station

itself. On that day, he allowed the victim to go with her father/

informant  and  on  the  next  day,  the  victim  was  sent  for  her

medical  examination.  On 20.05.2020 they got  information from

the Balichapori O.P that the accused Rahul Doley is apprehended
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and  accordingly  they  brought  the  accused  to  Bihpuria  P.S.

Thereafter, he visited the place of occurrence and prepared the

sketch map of the P.O. Ext. 4 is the sketch map and Ext.4 (1) is his

signature. He also recorded the statements of the witnesses in the

Place  of  occurrence  who  were  acquainted  with  the  alleged

incident. On 21.05.2020 he arrested the accused and forwarded

him to the court.  He collected the medical  report of the victim

from  North  Lakhimpur  Civil  Hospital.  After  Completion  of

investigation,  having  found  sufficient  materials,  he  submitted

charge sheet against the accused A1, u/s 366, IPC R/W section 12

of  POCSO Act.  Ext.  5  is  the  charge-sheet  and  Ext.  5(1)  is  his

signature thereon. 

    In  cross-  examination,  PW7  has  stated  that  as  per

Police Act, he can do only preliminary investigation being an ASI.

After completion of investigation, the case diary along with report

is  to be submitted to the O/C. Balichapori  Police O.P is  not  his

jurisdiction from where the accused was apprehended. He did not

record the statement of  I/C of  Balichapori  O.P and also did not

prepare any sketch map of the said O.P. He has also stated that

PW.2 Bilash Pegu did not state before him that the accused took

the victim with him at night.  The said witness also did not state

before him that the accused A1 kept the victim in Kerela Chapori.

He has denied  that  without  investigating the case properly,  he

submitted charge sheet against the accused. 

14. CW1,  the  informant-cum-  father  of  the  victim,  has

deposed that the victim girl is his daughter. He does not know the

accused A1. The incident took place about 2 and ½ years back.

On that day at about 10.30 PM his daughter was kidnapped by

one Rahul Doley (A1) and kept her in his house. He informed the

matter  to  TMPK.  His  daughter  was  recovered  along  with  the

accused  A1  by  TMPK  from Kerela  Chapori,  Majuli  and  then  he

lodge the ejahar of this case. His daughter and A1 were taken to

police station by the members of TMPK. He saw the accused A1 in

the police station for the first time. His daughter was aged about
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12 years at the time of the incident. He does not know how to

read and write so he put his thumb impression in his ejahar. He

took his daughter in zimma from police.   

In cross- examination, CW1 has stated that he lodged

the ejahar two days after the incident. In his ejahar, he has not

mentioned the cause of delay in lodging the ejahar. He has denied

that  he  did  not  inform  the  TMPK  members  regarding  the

kidnapping of his daughter. He did not state before police he has

informed  the  TMPK  members  regarding  the  incident.  He

accompanied the TMPK members at the time of recovery of his

daughter but he did not state before police that he accompanied

the  TMPK  member.  He  lodged  the  ejahar  as  asked  by  the

members of TMPK. He has also denied that his daughter was 18

years of age at the time of incident. 

 
Appreciation of evidence: 

15.    To warrant a conviction u/s- 376(3) of IPC or Sec. 4 of

POCSO Act, the prosecution must establish that the accused A1

had committed rape or penetrative sexual assault on the person

of  victim girl  of  less  than sixteen years  [u/s-  376(3)  of  IPC]  or

eighteen years of age (u/s- 4 of POCSO Act).

16. The  victim  girl,  during  her  examination-in-chief  as

PW1, has deposed that she knows A1, as he used to visit their

village  since  prior  to  the  alleged  incident  and  on  the  date  of

occurrence, A1 took her to Malapindha village and he kept her in

his house for 4 (four) days and during her stay, she slept with A1

as  husband  and  wife  and  during  that  period,  A1  had  sexual

intercourse with her. Her further deposition is that after 4 (four)

days, her parents along with some villagers went to the house of

A1 and took her back.  But,  in her cross-  examination PW1 has

specifically stated that she had voluntarily eloped with A1 and at

that time there were other family members in the house of A1.

Rather, she has denied that A1 took her to his house and she slept

with A1 during her stay in his house and that, she stayed with A1
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for  4  (four)  days  as  husband  and  wife  and  A1  had  sexual

intercourse with her. That means, in fact, no any incident of sexual

intercourse or penetrative sexual assault has been occurred upon

the person of the victim girl. She has already stated that she had

voluntarily  eloped  with  A1  and  A1  had  not  established  any

physical relationship with her. Hence, it cannot be held that A1

had committed rape or penetrative sexual assault on the victim

girl as alleged. 

17. Moreover, the defence counsel while arguing the case,

submitted that there is no similarity between the statement of the

victim  recorded  u/s-  161,  Cr.P.C.,  u/s-  164,  Cr.P.C.  and  the

deposition  of the victim before the Court . so, now let us consider

the  three  statements  for  the  purpose  of  corroboration  and

contradiction.

18. The victim girl, in her statement recorded u/s- 164 of

Cr.P.C., inter-alia, stated that on 16.05.2020 the accused A1 went

to her house, while her parents were sleeping and proposed her

for marriage, but as she refused his proposal, he took her away

with him by holding her hands. At that time, she didn’t raise any

hue and cry. She has further stated in her said statement that A1

kept her in his house for one day and on 17.05.2020 he kept her

in his grandmother’s house at Chapori,  from where her mother

and others took her back. Moreover, she has specifically stated

that no any physical relation was established between her and A1

and even, they had never slept together. On the other hand, the

victim girl had stated in her statement u/s- 161 of Cr.P.C. that prior

to the alleged incident she used to talk with A1 over telephone

and on 17.05.2020 both of them personally met with each other

and on that day, at about 10:00 a.m. A1 called her to come out

and accordingly, she met him at the bank of river, from where he

took her to a house of village Malapindha and after staying there

for 2 days, they taken to Balichapori Police Outpost with the help

of the members of TMPK and later on, her father took her back to

her house. Hence, it appears that the statement of the victim is
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found to be inconsistent as she remained silent while giving her

statement  before  the  police  regarding  commission  of  rape  or

penetrative sexual assault by the accused A1 upon her. But, while

giving statement u/s- 164, Cr.P.C. she has categorically mentioned

that no physical or sexual intercourse was there between her and

A1 and more specifically she had stated that she did not stay with

A1                  for a single time. But, the victim as PW1 deposed in

her  examination  in  chief  that  the  accused  A1  had  sexual

intercourse with her and she slept with him as husband and wife.

PW1 surprisingly in her cross examination very clearly deposed

that she did not sleep with A1 during her stay in his house and she

also denied that she stayed with the accused A1 for four days as

husband and wife and A1 had sexual intercourse with her. So, it

appears that the evidence of the victim is inconsistent, infirm, not

at  all  trustworthy  and no confidence can be built  up  from her

evidence. She being the prime witness deposed in a very doubtful

manner and there are material contradictions in her statements

and testimony before the Court.

19. Thus, from the evidence of the victim girl i.e. PW1, it

reveals  that  that  the  accused  A1  did  not  commit  any  forceful

sexual intercourse or penetrative sexual assault upon the victim

girl. 

20. CW1, the informant- cum- father of the victim, does

not speak anything regarding forceful sexual intercourse occurred

upon his victim daughter.

21. Now,  coming to  the medical  evidence (PW6),  which

plays a vital role in respect of the offence of rape or penetrative

sexual  assault,  a  graver  offence,  under  section-  376(3),  IPC or

Sec.4 of POCSO Act, it is seen that the M.O. simply found sign of

sexual intercourse present, but she found no any sign of injury on

the private parts or other parts of body of the victim girl. Mere

putting opinion that she had found sign of sexual intercourse is

not sufficient to hold that it  is  a case of  recent forceful  sexual

intercourse in  absence of  any violence or  injury on the private
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parts or other parts of her body and even, she has not mentioned

on  what  basis  of  bio-data,  she  had  found  the  sign  of  sexual

intercourse on the victim girl.  Thus, from the medical  evidence

also, it cannot be hold that any kind of rape or penetrative sexual

Assault was committed upon the person of the victim girl.

22. PW2, PW3, PW4 and PW5 are all hearsay witnesses,

who heard about the occurrence from others and they are totally

silent  in  their  evidence  regarding  commission  of  rape  or

penetrative sexual assault upon the victim girl.

23. Moreover, from the evidence of PW7, being the I.O. of

this  case,  some  irregularities  are  found  to  be  existed  in  the

investigation.  Because,  PW7  had  not  seized  any  age  proof

document in order to ascertain the age of the victim girl, so far

the offence u/s- 376(3) of IPC or Sec.4 of POCSO Act is concerned.

24. In  view  of  the  forgoing  discussions  and  decision

regarding the offence of rape or penetrative sexual assault on the

victim  girl,  it  becomes  utmost  necessary  to  ascertain  as  to

whether the victim girl (PW1), at the time of incident, was a minor

or not. 

25. The informant in the ejahar has mentioned that at the

time of alleged incident the age of his victim daughter was 12

years and in his deposition before this Court as CW1 also, he has

stated  that  age  of  the  victim  was  12  at  the  time  of  alleged

incident. But, in support of his said version regarding the age of

the victim girl, no any documentary proof, either birth certificate

or school certificate, has been produced or exhibited by him.

26. The  victim  girl  during  the  course  of  her  deposition

before this Court as PW1, has not spoken anything regarding her

age. However, she had mentioned her age to be 14 years in her

statement recorded u/s- 164 of Cr.P.C. dated 22.05.2020. 

27. PW2 has stated that the age of the victim at the time

of incident was 13 years, but at the same time, PW2 has clearly

stated in his cross examination that as per his presumption only

he has mentioned the age of the victim as 13 years and in fact, he
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does not know the date of birth of the victim. PW3 has stated in

his cross examination that he does not know the actual age of the

victim girl.

28.   PW4,  i.e.  mother  of  the  victim  girl,  though  has

deposed in her evidence that age of the victim girl, at the time of

incident, was 12 years, but in her cross, she has stated that she

does not know the actual age of the victim girl and the scribe of

the ejahar had mentioned the age of her victim daughter as 12

years. Thus, from the deposition of the mother of the victim also,

it could not be ascertained the actual age of the victim girl at the

alleged time. 

29. The medical officer i.e. PW6, who medically examined

the victim (PW1), has opined the age of the victim girl to be above

15 years and below 17 years.  

30. Ld.  Defence  counsel,  during  his  argument,  has

submitted that the charge against the accused person being u/s-

376(3) of IPC or Sec.4 of POCSO Act, the victim must be below 18

years of age at the time of occurrence. Whereas, the age of the

victim girl might be variation of 2 years on either side, i.e. plus-

minus 2 years on both sides and as such, in view of the evidence

of the medical officer, the age of the victim girl might be above 18

years at the time of occurrence and therefore, the benefit of this

must go in favour of the accused A1.

31. In the instant case, the I/O concerned has not seized

any valid age proof document of the victim girl so that her age

can  be  ascertained.  Accordingly,  during  evidence  of  the

prosecution  witnesses,  no  any  age  proof  document  has  been

exhibited by the prosecution and mere stating the age as 12 to 14

years  in  evidence is  not  sufficient  to  hold  that  the  victim is  a

minor, wherein the defence has challenged the age of the victim.

Hence,  in absence of any valid age proof document in respect of

the victim girl, the opinion of the concerned Medical officer (PW6)

can be taken into consideration that the age of the victim girl, at

the time of her medical examination, might be above 18 years
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having variation of two years on  either sides. In Samsul Haque

@ Samsul Alam V. State of Assam reported in 2005(3) GLT

105 it was observed that in case of Ossification test showing the

age of the victim as above 15 years and below 17 years at the

time of the incident, margin of error in ossification test being two

years on either side, victim is not held minor and accused was

held to be entitled to benefit of doubt. In case of  Jaya Mala V,

Home Secy. J&K, AIR 1982 SC 1297, the Hon’ble Apex Court

has held that  ossification test is no doubt a surer test but

margin of error is two years on either side.  Hence, this

being  a  case  of  voluntary  elopement  and  not  forcible

kidnapping, the benefit of this must go to the accused and

therefore,  we  hold  that  PW6 was  not  a  minor  and  she

voluntarily went with the accused and we find that no case

for kidnapping or rape made out.

32.   In the instant case in hand also, it appears that the

victim  has  categorically  stated  in  her  evidence  (cross

examination) that she had voluntarily eloped with the accused A1

and she has denied that A1 took her to his house and she slept

with A1 during her stay in his house and that, she stayed with A1

for  4  (four)  days  as  husband  and  wife  and  A1  had  sexual

intercourse with her.  It is further found that she had stated in her

statement  u/s  164  Cr.P.C  that  no  any  physical  relation  was

occurred between her and A1 and even, both of  them had not

slept  together.  Thus,  it  appears  that  the  victim had voluntarily

eloped with the accused A1 and as per medical evidence, her age

was between 15 to 17 years and accordingly, A1 is entitled to get

the benefit of doubt and the victim cannot be held as minor in the

light of the aforesaid Hon’ble Apex Court’s judgment. 

 In  this  context,  the  cases  reported  in  -  (i)  GLT

2005(3) 105, (ii) GLR 2017 (April) v- 2(April) 494/ 495, may

be referred,  wherein the Hon’ble  Gauhati  High Court,  observed

that the age of the victim girl can be held to be above 18 years
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i.e. she was major at the time of alleged occurrence, when no any

other  proof  of  age  of  the  victim  girl  has  been  produced  by

prosecution before the Court except the certificate of the Doctor.

33. In view of the above discussions, it can safely be held

that the victim (PW1) could not be held as a minor girl i.e. below

18 years of age at the time of alleged incident.

34. Thus,  from the above discussion,  it  reveals that the

prosecution evidence is not sufficient to establish the fact that the

accused A1 had committed rape or penetrative sexual assault on

the person of  the victim girl,  to  rope the accused A1 with the

charge u/s-376(3) or IPC or Sec. 4 of POCSO Act, leveled against

him.

Offence u/s- 366 of IPC.

35. To  warrant  a  conviction  u/s-  366  of  IPC,  the

prosecution must establish that the accused A1 had kidnapped or

abducted the victim girl (under the age of eighteen years), with

intent that she might be compelled or knowing it likely that she

would be compelled to marry the accused A1 against her will or in

order  that  she  might  be  forced  or  seduced  to  have  illicit

intercourse with A1.

36. PW3, the victim girl, nowhere in her deposition before

the Court nor in her statement recorded u/s- 164 of Cr.P.C., stated

that the accused A1 had forcefully taken away her from her house.

There is also no evidence on record to show that there was any

forceful act on the part of the accused A1, with intent to kidnap or

abduct the victim girl from any public place. Rather, during cross-

examination, the victim girl has admitted that she had voluntarily

eloped with A1 and A1 had not taken away her to his house nor

had slept with her as husband and wife, nor had he committed

sexual intercourse with her.  

37. Thus, from the evidence of PW1, i.e. the prosecutrix, it

transpires  that  she,  being  a  major  girl  of  above  18  years  old,
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voluntarily going with A1 would not amount to abduction on the

part of A1 to attract Section 366 of IPC. Rather, it can be said to

be an act of elopement on the part of the victim herself.

38. Though, CW1, father of the victim, has stated in his

evidence that on the day of occurrence, at about 10.30 PM his

daughter was kidnapped by A1 and kept her in his house and on

being  informed  the  matter,  the  TMPK  members  recovered  the

victim along with A1 from Kerela Chapori, Majuli, but, the above

versions  of  CW1  (informant)  is  not  corroborated  by  PW1,  the

victim girl.

39. In  view of  the above discussion on the evidence of

PW1 and CW1, no thread bare discussion on the evidence of other

PWs is required to be held in the instant case. 

40. Thus,  it  becomes  clear  that  the  evidence  of

prosecution witnesses, suffers from lots of material contradictions

and discrepancies regarding the fact of kidnapping the victim girl

by  the  accused  A1  from  house  of  the  victim  girl  situated  at

Chenimari Kalbari under Bihpuria P.S. District- Lakhimpur, which

creates doubts on the prosecution case. 

41. In view of the above discussions and considering all

aspects, I hold that the prosecution has failed to prove the case

u/s-  366/376(3)  of  IPC  and  Sec.4  of  POCSO  Act  against  the

accused A1.  Hence,  the accused A1 is  acquitted from the said

offences.

42. The case is disposed of accordingly. Seized articles, if

any, be disposed of in due course.

43. Let a copy of this Judgment be sent to the Ld. District

Magistrate, as per provision of Sec.365 of Cr.P.C.

            Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this

day of 2nd July, 2022.
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                     (Rashmita Das )
                    Special Judge (POCSO),

                              Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.
Dictated & Corrected by me:

      (Rashmita Das ) 
  Special Judge (POCSO),
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.

Transcribed & typed by me:
 Shri Diganta Chetia (Steno).
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       (Rashmita Das)
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